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The purpose of the creation of Infinity Game NFT arose from
the analysis and observation of its creators, regarding the
difficulty of locating in a single location a variety of games,
with the possibility of using a single governance token.

To this end, the IGN - Infinity Game NFT governance token
was created, and a multi-game platform based on the
exclusivity of the Non-fungible Token - NFT was put into
practice, with the purpose of enabling its users to have a
unique experience of fun and profitability. 

To this end, the platform was conceived and developed, for
the use of a single governance token, in order to store
countless games of the most varied styles, thus enabling
maximum fun, with the main objective of uniting the largest
number of players. 
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Infinity Game was created to become the largest online
gaming platform based on blockchain technology, using a
single governance token for all these games, making it
possible to attract users of different ages, genders and
nationalities in a single location.

To make possible through Infinity Game and its governance
token the joining of fun and profitability.  

Because we live in an era where formal work is no longer
the only way to obtain a source of livelihood. 
 
We believe that through Infinity Game and the IGN Token
we can provide the largest number of users with the
opportunity to unite profitability and leisure, which can still
be considered a job, if you like. 
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Infinity Game was structured to be a digital universe, with
intuitive games and all linked by the IGN governance token. 

To this end, the Infinity Game team is always looking to
develop new games and improve the functionality of
existing assets.

In this way we seek to deliver the greatest amount of games
in our ecosystem, making Infinity Game the largest NFT-
based game community in the world, and bringing even
greater profitability to IGN governance token holders. 
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Name: Infinity Game NFT

Sigla: IGN

Contract: 0xf071af4da0d1c4f9bfd624c2c5eced7c5fe52573

Decimals: 18

Supply: 500,000,000

 Transaction fee: 10%

Project: 7% 

Liquidity Pool:  3%

SPECIFICATIONS



IMPORTANT 
LINKS

BSC Contract explorer

https://bscscan.com/address/0xf071af4da0d1c4f9bfd624c2c5eced7c5fe52573#code
https://bscscan.com/address/0xf071af4da0d1c4f9bfd624c2c5eced7c5fe52573#code
https://bscscan.com/token/0xf071af4da0d1c4f9bfd624c2c5eced7c5fe52573
https://bscscan.com/token/0xf071af4da0d1c4f9bfd624c2c5eced7c5fe52573
https://www.facebook.com/portalinfinityoficial
https://www.instagram.com/portalinifinity/
https://twitter.com/portalinfinity1
https://discord.gg/kGY7ntP8
https://discord.gg/kGY7ntP8
https://portalinfinity.com/
https://portalinfinity.com/
https://t.me/InfinityMoneyToken


portalinfinity.com
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